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to Ugarit ports, or via Orontes river to Antiochia or Alalach. Ships sailed along the Turkish coast including stops in Cyprus, on to Aegean islands of Crete and mainland Greece.
Traveling traders used bronze weights in
animal shapes like lion, bull or duck. An important tin trade existed from Afghan Badachshan via Elam and Mari to produce
bronze with copper from Cyprus. A Mari text
indicates that a portion of ten kilograms
of a tin shipment destined to Ugarit had to
Important Economy
Qatna was a typical palace driven economy be given to Qatna ruler Amut-pi’el as tax.
with highly developed manufacturing activities. But the ruler did not own all land be- Further trading goods were lapis lazuli
cause surrounding villages were partly in- from Afghanistan, locally produced wine,
dependent. Interestingly the ruler’s wife and bows for hunting and war, textiles and
nobles could run parallel enterprises to the quality clothes from Byblos to Mari, cepalace driven economy. Could this be an in- dar wood from Lebanon to Mari but Qadication that Qatna was more a trading em- tna also exchanged musicians with Mari.
pire ruled by clans like in Nabataean Petra?
Agriculture & Breeding
Payments were done in kind or silver. Credit Qatna agriculture was famous for its very
were given and interest paid in silver and re- fertile fields and versatile and active propayments were paid either in silver or labor. duction including: wheat, barley, lentils,
The army was contracted and paid to protect peas, vetch, vegetables, olives and grapes.
goods and trading wealth. These facts as well Wheat production was later reduced in favor
support the idea of a ruling trading clan. An- of easier barley. It possessed forests with
other key focus lay on agricultural production oak and juniper trees, later reduced through
and the sell off and trade of over production. deforestation from fire wood harvesting.
Pottery was mass produced and the biggest production site of its kind in Syria. This
highly specialized production was housed in
monumental buildings with each step done
in a separate area. This was early specialization and division of labor. Round ovens in the
floor with two chambers covered by a dome
to maximize heat were used very effectively.

Qatna was actively breeding sought after
white horses which were presented to SamsiAddu, Ischme-Dagan and Zimrilim. The latter also received chariots and sedan chairs.

An intriguing discovery was made in the palace where elephant bones of a Syrian elephant
from the Orontes river valley were excavated.
We know that Egyptian pharaohs came to hunt
Qatna also produced huge storage vessels for elephants at the Orontes river. So it is no surprise that an elephant head
grain and oil. In addition glass
and tusks were might have
production and an extensive
decorated the palace walls.
metal production for arms
and statuettes generated important income for Qatna.

Trade Routes
One trade route was running from Mesopotamia via
Euphrates river and Palmyra
to Qatna. Traders needed
ten days from Mesopotamia
to Qatna. Two routes used
to the Mediterranean port
of Gubla/Byblos or north

Animal husbandry included: sheep, goats, cows
and pigs with later focus
on sheep and goat breeding only. Sheep breeding
for example allowed large
textile production making
use of high wool quantities
produced.
Hunted
animals included: gazelle,
wild donkey, aurochs, rab-
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bit, geese, duck, fowls, ends. Common pearl forms
boar, deer, lion and bear. used were double pearls,
so-called melon pearls,
Reduction in lake water cylinders, lintel form or cut
levels lead to reed grow- platelets. Some cylinders
ing
attracting
geese, covered with filigree and
ducks and water birds. granulation
mini-pearls.
An agreement allowed
Mari shepherds to use An unique hip chain with
Qatna fields for grazing hundred 30 mixed pearls
sheep in times of draught. on three strings was discovered in the Royal Tomb
Artisan Works
including a small roll seal,
All trading centers in an- duck formed achate pentiquity were also devel- dants and an amber scaroped industrial centers ab assumed to have been
with sophisticated artisan part of an amulet. In addiworkshops and Qatna tion golden arm and finger
was no difference. It was rings, gold bronze needles
co-creator of the Classic to hold clothing plus many
Old Syrian Style in de- different small golden obsign and artwork together jects possibly attached to
with Halab. A high level of clothing were also found.
bronze production existed Funeral gifts such as
at Qatna. And lots of Byb- necklaces were done uslos and Egyptian pottery ing carnelian, black and
were found at Qatna as green stone, lime stone,
well as many other objects quartz,
chlorite,
muswith Egyptian origin. Qa- sel and bronze pieces.
tna artisans copied Egyptian style in their art and Goldsmith Art
possibly used Egyptian Part of the discoveries
artists based in Byblos. were an exquisite quivThis led to many locally er with detailed hunting
produced objects with scenes with bull and deer
strong Egyptian influence. motives and a winged lion
with eagle head which
Jewelry
was a very common moKings send jewelry pres- tive at the time. Motives
ents to other kings and very often were created
their return presents had as mirror image. Many
to be at least of the same motives were Egyptian
value. Qatna palace god- showing the unification
dess Ninegal received of Upper and Lower Egypt
also regular gifts, mostly as well as Hathor figures.
necklaces which became
an enormous treasure. The developed local QaMaterials used were lapis tna style was different to
lazuli, carnelian, achate, other regional city states.
amethyst, colored quartz A massive gold bowl
and semi-precious stones was found in the Royal
as well as gold pearls. Tomb sarcophagus and
was the heaviest gold
Many stones and roll seals object with 250 grams.
used in necklaces were
given a gold cap on both Other discoveries includ-
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Ugarit, Alalach, Mari, Palestine
Abu Huwam and Wadi Tarafa as
well as in Turkey plus in Tutanchamun tomb in West Thebes.
Clothing & Textiles
Qatna artisans produced extreme thin and high-quality
garments with colorful motives in fine kelim weave with
seventy threads per square
centimeter resulting in a thinness equal to a human hair.
Surprisingly this fine quality
cannot be reproduced today
even with most modern techniques and weaving machines.

ed a beautiful rosette with lotus flowers which was part
of a dress as well as a head
band, another rosette with four
winged eagle headed lions and
Egyptian anch sign as symbol of life, a sun disc pendent
which was a very common
amulet used for protection,
a golden hand possibly part
of so-called libation arm, and
a master piece double duck
head with central Hathor face
possibly a lid handle of a cosmetic container found in south
chamber of the Royal Tomb.

Egyptian djed column pieces
were also found in the Royal
Tomb. An ivory face was part
of a composite figure made
of different materials. For this
ivory was used to depict natural face coloring, eyes were
made of transparent gypsum.

Such items were often found
in Egyptian palaces. Qatna
goldsmith used both negative and positive relief techniques. It was found that the
mix of motives from various
cultures became the specific Qatna goldsmith style.

Baltic Amber
One of the most important
finds was a small lion head
vessel with lid of uncertain
use. With six centimeter this
Baltic amber succinite piece
is huge and unique because
of its distant origin.
Baltic amber is softer
than amber from Rumania, Sicily or Lebanon. Because it was
weathered this created
a dark brown opaque
color and rough surface
with
cracks.

Ivory Items
For these items elephant and
hippo teeth were used. Ivory
were prestige objects to the
elite. In Qatna, Ebla, Mari,
Ugarit and Alalach artisans
worked with ivory. A three
piece ivory scepter was taken
from the sarcophagus in the
main burial chamber. Four

In addition over 50
amber pearls in three
forms such as round
oval, lintel form and as
mini platelets were unearthed. In the Royal
Tomb an amber hand
fragment and scarab
was
found. Amber
items were also found in

In Qatna two processes were
used. The Egyptian wet weaving with a weave bowl and the
Mesopotamian two-step process with refined yarn as seen
on relief in Mari. The same
process was used in Palmyra.
Geometrical motives were
used in many colors such
as magenta, violet, blue, red,
purple and white. Purple was
gained from the glands of selected sea snails in a complex
chemical process. Only when
garments are dried the purple
color comes out through oxidization. The intensiveness of
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color depended on snail type,
age, sex and freshness of
catch as well as concentration
and timing of coloring bath influenced the intensity of seven
different coloring components
in sea snail gland secretion.
Qatna clothing were the oldest using purple coloring.
Ugarit already distinguished
between purple wool called
argamannu and blue wool
takiltu. Prices also differed.
Qatna Script
Qatna cuneiform letters
are unique. 25 percent
of the words were Hurritic a historic language
not yet fully understood.
The rest were Akkadic.
Hurritic words also used
in the cities of Emar and
Nuzi. Assur used to describe specific Hurritic
artisan produced objects like special pottery pieces and types.
Qatna script used glossary signs to indicate
following Hurritic words.
It is important to note
that Qatna people spoke

Amurritic, but wrote Akkadic. Their names were mainly
Hurritic, but also names from
other languages were used.
So one family using different
origin names was possible,
because of liking or for diplomatic and political motives
to honor their trade partners.

4000 BC first roll seals were
used and were most common
in the region and in Qatna. As
seal material amethyst, lapis
lazuli, hematite, calcite, later
frit was preferred use. But
also wet clay was used which
was fixed to a container or bag
or even door of a warehouse.

Seals
Seals were used commonly to
indicate ownership of goods.
From 8000 BC first stamp
seals came in use and around

Seals were also used on ceramic platelets with cuneiform
texts like a signature. Iconographic differences of seals
and motives differed in kingdoms, regions and periods. Early stamp seals
showed simple motives.
Later roll seals became
more
complex
and
showed finer motives,
animal fighting, banquet, gods and mythical
scenes. With new stone
cutting technique motives changed to adoration and praying scenes
in front of king or gods.
In Qatna many roll seal
imprints
were
used.
Seals in scarab form
with seal on under belly
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were also found as well as a
golden ring with lapis lazuli
scarab seal. The importance of
seals shows the fact that eight
roll seals and six scarab seals
were found in the royal tombs.
Qatna seals were master pieces of miniature scenes. Stone
cylinders with complex multi
level scenes were only three
centimeters long and fine ornaments with a mix of Mesopotamian and Egyptian art including anch life sign, god scepter,
Egyptian crowns and gods like
Hathor and Isis were common.

covered were a list of papyrus
distribution including a legal
document with details of settlement of archers in Lebanon
mountains by Adad-Nirari and
details of admission of slavery
to secure future income base.
The many cuneiform letters
included one of King Takuwa
of Nija to Qatna ruler and another one of Nuhaschsche
King
Scharrup-sche
detailing a dispute about the
town of Armatte close to
Alalach and his relationship
to Hannutti and Qatna ruler.

Roll seals with 18 different motives in 12 columns depicting
persons, hands, bull heads, lions, birds, sphinx and god symbol were common. It is no surprise that in the palace kitchen
area 400 broken seals were found
from food supplies delivered.

As well as a letter of Hittite
general Hannutti describing
the complex political and military situation plus another
letter describing the uneasy
situation and report of salvage
of god statues and their transport to Qatna for save keeping.

Cuneiform Archives
First cuneiform letters in form
of small clay tablets from Qatna
to Mari could be dated 1800 BC.
The inscribed ceramic tablets
from the palace are the most
astonishing finds with plenty of
telling information. 60 clay platelets were from the Idanda period
some with seal imprints. Other
cuneiform clay documents dis-

The documents also included
various administrative listings
such as: barley rations distributed to specific persons
in the palace, silver distribution to persons from Malmada, beer rations to 500 guards
of city gates, textile inventory at workshop, and a list
of belonging of female royal
court members consisting of

various

golden

daggers.

This gives us a valuable insight of the daily life in Qatna 3,500 years ago. Please
take note that scribe education took up to five years
and the very complex writing
ability took up to ten years.
Roll seals at the top of cuneiform texts were used to confirm the validity of the text
content by the seal owner.
Summery
It is surprising how it was
possible that all these higly
skillful works of art made
from many different material
such as gold, ivory, amber,
stone, alabaster and bronze
were produced at Qatna
which was not a kingdom
but a regional trading center.
Possibly it was this indepencence wich made it
so successful in attrackting the best artisans
in their field at the time.
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